
Acts which invalidate the salah 2 
Answers 

1. Indicate which of the following acts invalidate the salah 

Scenario Invalid Valid

The muqtadi gives a luqmah to his imam. The salah of both 
are … X

To accept luqmah from another person who is not his 
muqtadi, but is praying a different salah. The salah of the 
person who accepted the luqmah is …

X

To accept luqmah from another person who is not his 
muqtadi, and is not praying will make the salah … X

The person who is offering salaat gives luqmah to someone 
who is not his imam. The salah of this person is … X

The muqtadi gives luqmah to the imam by hearing the 
recitation of someone else. The salah of this muqtadi is … X

The imam accepts the luqmah of the person who gave 
luqmah by hearing the recitation of someone else. The imams 
salah will be …

X

The muqtadi gives luqmah to the imam by looking into a 
Quran. The salah of this muqtadi is … X

The imam accepts the luqmah of the person who gave 
luqmah by looking into a Quran. The imams salah will be … X

After looking into the Quran the muqtadi remembers the verse 
and gives the luqmah based on his memory. The salah of the 
muqtadi will be …

X

After looking into the Quran the muqtadi remembers the verse 
and gives the luqmah based on his memory. The imams 
accepts this luqmah. The imams salah will be …

X

A person is offering his salaat and recites one verse after 
looking into the Quran. The persons salah will be … X

A person forgot a verse and looked at less than the complete 
verse from the quran and remembered. His salah is … X
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2. Indicate which of the following acts invalidate the salah 

Scenario Invalid Valid

A woman stands near a man in such a way that a part of her 
body comes in line with any part of the body of the man X

A very young immature girl stands near a man in such a way 
that part of her body comes in line with the body of the man X

A woman stands near a man in such a way that a part of her 
body comes in line with any part of the body of the man. 
However there is a curtain between the two. 

X

A woman comes in line with a man in janaazah salaat X

A man and woman stand in line for such a short period of time 
that the ruku or anything else cannot be made X

A woman stands near a man in such a way that a part of her 
body comes in line with part of the body of the man. The 
takbeer-e-tahreemah of both is not the same

X

The imam did not make an intention of imamat for a woman. 
Her salat will be … X

The imam's wudu breaks and he leaves the masjid without 
appointing anyone as his deputy, the salaat of all the 
muqtadis will be …

X

A person tries to pass in front of a musalli. The musalli stops him. 
his salah will be X
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